Cornell University Medical College

First Avenue and Twenty-eight St.
NEW YORK CITY

The first year of the course is also offered at Ithaca, N. Y., subsequent years at New York City only.

For information address
THE SECRETARY

Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine

The School of Medicine is an Integral Part of the University and is in the Closest Affiliation with the Johns Hopkins Hospital.

ADMISSION

Candidates for admission must be graduates of approved colleges or scientific schools with at least two years' instruction, including laboratory work in chemistry, and one year each in physics and biology, together with evidence of a reading knowledge of French and German.

Each class is limited to a maximum of 75 students, men and women being admitted on the same terms. Applications may be sent any time during the academic year but not later than June 15th.

If vacancies occur, students from other institutions desiring advanced standing may be admitted to the second or third year provided they fulfill our requirements and present exceptional qualifications.

INSTRUCTION

The academic year begins the Tuesday nearest October 1, and closes the second Tuesday in June. The course of instruction occupies four years and special emphasis is laid upon practical work in the laboratories, in the wards of the Hospital and in the dispensary.

TUITION

The charge for tuition is $360 per annum, payable in three installments. There are no extra fees except for certain expensive supplies, and laboratory breakage.

The annual announcement and application blanks may be obtained by addressing the Registrar of the School of Medicine, Johns Hopkins University, Washington and Monument Sts., Baltimore, Md.

Owing to an extensive building program about to be inaugurated at the Hospital and Medical School, it has been deemed necessary to withdraw, for the next two years at least, post-graduate instruction during the year as well as the summer course formerly given during June and July.

School of Medicine
Western Reserve University

Cleveland, Ohio
NEW LABORATORIES AND HOSPITALS
RESTRICTED CLASSES
THOROUGH INSTRUCTION
LARGE CLINICAL FACILITIES
HIGH STANDARD OF SCHOLARSHIP

Admission confined to students having academic degrees and to Seniors in Absentia.

For information address:
THE REGISTRAR
2109-15 Adelbert Rd. CLEVELAND

Yale University

SCHOOL of MEDICINE

FOUNDED 1812

Affiliated with the New Haven Hospital and New Haven Dispensary

For Information, Address:
The Registrar, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, Conn.
LEITZ
Binocular Stereo Microscopes
The Latest and Ideal Microscope for College Laboratories

Large Field  Stereoscopic Vision  Long Working Distance

Impressed with the ever increasing importance of Binocular Vision applied to Microscopes, the Leitz Works have through constant contact with the Scientific Profession, been made to realize that through the development of microscopical instruments of comparatively low power, rendering stereoscopic images, possessing large working distance and large field of view, a long felt demand can be accommodated and furthermore the area of microscopical investigations be widened to an extent of which one had no conception.

With this in mind the Binocular Stereo Microscopes have been constructed and through the most favorable reception received, are destined to revolutionize Microscopy in College Laboratories.

The Binocular Bodies—one for high, the other for low power—can be used interchangeably in connection with the various stands illustrated, and in offering such a variety of stands, any individual desire and need can be readily accommodated.

Write for Pamphlet No. (0) 1000.

LEITZ-QUALITY
OF OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL WORKMANSHIP

E. LEITZ INC.
NEW YORK

LEITZ-QUALITY
IS NOT SURPASSED OR EQUALLED SUPREME

60 EAST 10TH ST.

AGENTS:
Pacific Coast States: SPINDLER & SAUFPE, 86 Third St., San Francisco, Cal.
Canada: J. F. HARTZ CO., Ltd., Toronto, Canada.
Philippine Islands: BOTICA DE SANTA CRUZ, Manila, P. I.
Cuba: TEXIDOR CO., Ltd., Habana, Cuba.